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Team Games -    
 
There are three main forms of team game scoring: 

• Knockout is an elimination game, similar to the NCAA Basketball Tournament.  
Regional and national tournaments usually have knockouts starting most days  
Normally, there are brackets of 16 teams and after the first round there are 8 
teams left, then 4 then 2 then 1.  They put the 16 teams with the most combined 
masterpoints in the top bracket, then 16 in the second bracket, etc.  Bottom 
brackets may have slightly more or less than 16 and may do a Round Robin, 
explained at the end.  Like Swiss, raw score differences are converted to IMP’s 
for comparison, as explained below. 

• Board-A-Match (BAM) Teams rotate against other teams.  At the end of the 
session, each team adds up its ties (worth ½ each) and wins (worth 1 
each). Whoever gets the most points in the event is the winner.  Usually 
there is at lease one event of BAM at a National event. 

• Swiss is a series of 5 to 9 (usually 6 or 7) boards against one team and then 
subsequent teams.  Typically, teams play everyone in a bracket, or, with a 
smaller field, or one big field, winners play winners and losers play losers.  Teams 
do not repeat playing against each other.  Round Robins may be used for odd 
number of teams.  Point differences on each board are converted to IMPs, which 
a are then converted to Victory Points for the round, and the team with the most 
Victory Points wins.  It sounds more complicated than it is.  More on scoring 
below. 

 
Swiss Team Scoring 
 

A team consists of 4 players.  Let’s call our team members Mo, Larry, Curly, and Shemp.  
They are Team 2 and start sitting at Table A2, which is called their home table.  At the 
beginning of the match, Mo and Larry sit North and South, with Curly and Shemp going 
over to the other team’s table, B2.  The other team is, to pick a number, Team 8.  The 
other team’s East and West players go to A2.  There are three boards on each table and, 
when the opponents arrive the players shuffle and deal while exchanging pleasantries 
and making inquiries about special systems, or unusual leads or carding.   
 
Each table will play all six boards in the round.  Mo and Larry play boards 1-3, while 
Curly and Shemp play 4-6.  When one table finishes their 3 boards, they call for a Caddie 
by saying “Caddie Please” and holding the boards in the air.  The Caddie takes the 
played boards to the corresponding table, returning with played boards from that table.  
Say Moe and Larry finish playing 1-3, the Caddie will take those boards to B2 and return 
with say boards 4 and 5, and play continues.  When board 6 is finished, Table B2 will call 
the Caddie to take the last played board, or boards to Table A2.   
 
 
 



When a table has finished playing all six boards, they will compare scores with the 
opponents to make sure they agree.  When both tables are done, the East and West 
players will return to their home tables.  Curly and Shemp will go back to Table A2 to 
compare scores with Mo and Larry. 
 
As an example, on Board 1, Mo and Larry bid 4H, and made 4H for a non-vulnerable 
game score of 420.  The N/S at Table A2 were a little timid and bid only 3H.  They also 
made 4H, but only received a score of 170, as they had not bid game.  The difference is 
250 points.  However, to make it more of a sliding scale, the point difference is 
translated to International Master Points, commonly called IMPs.  The following chart is 
used: 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
So, our team finds 250 is in the 220 to 260 row and writes 6 in the We (or plus) column on the 
scoresheet for Board 1.   
 
 
 

Difference	
in	points	 	IMPs	

20-40	 1	
50-80	 2	
90-120	 3	
130-160	 4	
170-210	 5	
220-260	 6	
270-310	 7	
320-360	 8	
370-420	 9	
430-490	 10	
500-590	 11	
600-740	 12	
750-890	 13	
900-1090	 14	
1100-1290	 15	
1300-1490	 16	
1500-1740	 17	
1750-1990	 18	
2000-2240	 19	
2250-2490	 20	
2500-2990	 21	
3000-3490	 22	
3500-3990	 23	
4000+	 24	



On Board 2, Curly and Shemp bid 6NT, but only made 5, for minus 50 points.  Mo and Larry 
defended against 3NT, and the opponents E and W made 6.  As they were not vulnerable, they 
received 490 points.  That is negative 50 for Moe and Larry and negative 490 for Curly and 
Shemp, for a total of 540 for the opponents.  Using the chart above, 540 translates to 11 IMPs 
which is written on the MINUS IMPs column.   
Board 3 was a battle of part scores with Moe and Larry bidding and making 2 Spades while 
Curly and Shemp bid and made 2 Hearts.  Each scored a plus 120.  120 plus 120 equals 240.  
From the chart, 240 results in 6 IMPs.  That is called a ‘Double Swing’. 
Board 4, was an example of stretching for that Vulnerable Game.  Larry bid 3NT, with only one 
stopper in the Spade suit, but was able to run clubs and wind up with 9 tricks, making 3 NT for 
600 points.  At the other table, the timid opponents did not gamble on game and Shemp got 
the contract for 3S, making 3 for 140 points.  That is 600 positive plus 140 positive for 740 
points and 12 IMPs for our guys.    
Board 5 was another case of stretching for game.  Moe Bid 5C, but only made 4.  At the other 
table, North stopped at 3C and also made 4.  Minus 100 for Moe and Larry and minus 130 for 
Curly and Shemp.  Moe lost 100 points but the potential gain was 600.  Anyway, the net loss 
was 100 plus 130 for minus 230, which translates to minus 6 IMPs.   
Board 6 was 1NT by south, passed out at both tables.  Curly made a good lead and held South at 
Table B2 to 1 NT.  The opponents at A1 lead a different card and Larry had an easy route to 9 
tricks.  Plus 120 at Table A2 and minus 90 points at Table B2 for a net plus 60, which is worth 2 
IMPs. 
 
So, here is what we have (Moe’s Score Card) : 
 

Board Contract Points + Points `- IMPs+ IMPs 
- 

1 4HS     +0 420  6  
2 3NT E  +3  490  11 
3 2SN     +0 120  6  
4 3NT S  +0 600  12  
5 5CN     -1  100  6 
6 1NT S  +1 120  2  
 Total   26 17 
    +9  

 
The team captain of the winning team fills out a slip saying that they are Team 2 and played 
Team 8, winning by 9 IMPs.  The captain (usually, but not necessary, North) takes the slip to the 
opposing Captain for sign off.  After getting the slip initialed, it is taken to the Results Desk for 
input.   
 
IMPs are not recorded, instead they are translated to Victory Points, usually on a 20 point scale.  
The 20 points per match are distributed based on how lopsided the score was as follows: 
 
 
 



IMP	Difference	
6-8	Boards	 Victory	Points	

0	 10-10	
1-2	 11-9	
3-4	 12-8	
5-7	 13-7	
8-10	 14-6	
11-13	 15-5	
14-16	 16-4	
17-19	 17-3	
20-23	 18-2	
24-27	 19-1	
28+	 20-0	

 
Usually there is a board showing teams and cumulative victory points.  Our stooges on Team 2 
get 14 victory points, and Team 8 gets 6 points.  The next round will pit the top teams against 
each other, teams 3 and 4 face off, etc.  Teams do not play each other twice. 
 
Masterpoints are awarded for places, stratified for A’s B’s and C’s, also fractions of a point are 
awarded for each victory (or half for a tie)  Each team member gets the greater of the points for 
wins or place within a stratification.  It is possible for everyone to go home with something.  It is 
also possible for a team to win every match, but not get the most Victory Points.   
 
 
Round Robin 
 
If there is an odd number of teams, three teams can play each other over 2 rounds.  The thing 
to remember is “A goes to B goes to C goes to A”.  It is sometimes three higher letters, but the 
principle is the same.  Starting at the home tables with 6 boards on the table, the A East and 
West (E/W) players go to Table B, B E/W go to C and C E/W go to A.  The 6 boards are shuffled 
and dealt.  Table A is playing 1-6, B 7-12, and C 13-18.  No Caddie calls, just play all 6 boards.  
After they are played and scores checked, the E/W players take the boards they played to their 
home table.  There is no further shuffling or dealing.  No discussion is allowed and no 
comparison is made.  The players then go to the next table.  Focusing only on our A Team, the A 
E/W players take Boards 7-10 to Table A, then go to Table C.  The E/w started at B and they go 
to C.  The C E/W played Boards 1-6 against A N/S at Table A and took the boards to Table C, 
their home table. The A E/W, now at Table C play those same 1-6 boards.  When they are done, 
they go back to their home table, Table A, and compare scores. They compare 1-6 to see how 
many IMPs they got against Team C and boards 7-12 to see how they did against Team B.  Slips 
are then made up, counter signed, and results turned in.  The other teams do similar.  This may 
seem a little confusing, and when in doubt, call, or go see the director.  Once you do it, it makes 
more sense. 


